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Global Energy Consumption 
(2010) 

SOURCE: Renewable 2012 Global Status Report, BBC 

 Non-renewable Energy Sources 
Running Out fast – Oil & Natural 
Gas will be over in 70 Years and 
Around 250 years for complete 
depletion of Coal 

 

 UN Secretary General’s goal is to 
double the share of Renewable 
Energy in the global energy mix by 
2030 

 

 ‘GREEN ECONOMY’ is the New 
Mantra 
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What Thomas Edison feared in 1931 is today’s reality.Non-Renewable energy Sources have been predominant (81%) in energy supply while Non Renewable energy sources cover only 17% of total demand. As most of the Non-renewable energy sources are running out fast, the world needs to shift to cleaner and greener sources of energy to quench its insatiable thirst for energy. Considerable collaborative efforts are being put by means of programs/ policies and products to curb the global energy consumption from such Non Renewable Sources towards Renewable energy sources.http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/geography/energy_resources/energy_rev1.shtml



Green Economy 

 Economic development that is cognizant of 
environmental and equity considerations and 
promotes the earth’s environment while 
contributing to poverty alleviation 

 

 Three main aspects: 
• Environmental Sustainability and reduces 

Ecological Scarcities 
• Socially Justified 
• Locally rooted making the region Self 

Sufficient 
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Renewable 
Energy 

Green 
Buildings 

Clean 
Transportation 

Water 
Management 

Waste 
Management 

Land 
Management 

Green Economy 
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Renewable EnergySolar, Wind, GeothermalBiogas, BiomassGreen BuildingsGreen Retrofits for EnergyWater EfficiencyClean TransportationRenewable FuelsHybrid and Electric VehiclesWater ManagementWater ReclamationRain HarvestingWaste ManagementRecycling Municipal WasteBrownfield Land RemediationLand ManagementOrganic AgricultureReforestation and Habitat Conservation



BIOMASS 

WIND 

BIOFUEL 

SOLAR 

HYDRO 

GEOTHERMAL 
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What are the basic forms of Renewable Energy:BiomassWindGeothermalBio-fuelSolarHydro



400,000 BCE 
•Discovery of fire, process of 
converting the chemical energy 
in biomass to heat and light 
energy 

3,200 BCE 
•The Egyptians use the sail, 
which is the first recorded use 
of wind energy.  

2000 BCE 
•Archeological records suggest 
the Chinese burn coal as a 
source of power for the first 
time 

400 BCE 
•Passive solar design is 
advocated by Socrates in an 
ancient Grecian publication 

200 BCE 
•In ancient India, China and 
Imperial Rome, water wheels 
and watermills were built to 
grind grain into flour. 

1600s 
•Development of Coal Coke in 
England Aids Iron Production 
paving the way for the 
Industrial Revolution  

1859 
•First Commercial Oil Well 
Drilled by Edwin Drake in 
Pennsylvania 

Sep. 4, 1882 
•First Electric Plant Built by 
Thomas Edison in New York 

1901 
•Birth of the Modern Oil 
Industry 

1906-1908 
•Studies on Alcohol Fuel 
(Ethanol) Find Advantages over 
Petroleum Fuels Such as 
Gasoline and Kerosene 

Dec. 2, 1957 
•First Commercial Nuclear 
Power Plant Begins Operation 
in Shipping port, Pennsylvania 

1970s 
•Environmentalists promoted 
the development of renewable 
energy both as a replacement 
for the eventual depletion of oil 

Breaking The Myth 
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Some might say, Renewable Energy is a new concept…but that is not true…Seeing the timeline of various energy Sources used…it can easily be said Renewable energy sources were the first for of energy utilized by human kind…It was only with the beginning of 19th Century, utilization of coal as energy gained momentum in various applications.



SOURCE: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP 

Renewable Energy Investment 
(Developing v/s Developed) 
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While The “green economy” and “clean energies” agenda were very appealing to most developed countries at the same time they were viewed with skepticism and concern in developing countries. For any nation it is of prima concern that the solution should provide an adequate energy supply at reasonable costs to jump-start industrial development and structural change, while at the same time promoting the shift to a low-carbon, sustainable development path. It also inhibits Fossil related trade in such countries.To ease the concerns, the transition of developing countries to the green economy has been supported through finance and investment, technology transfer and other supportive measures. A remarkable growth of 80% in this sector has been seen in past years as evident in the graph.



SOURCE: Bloomberg New Energy Finance, UNEP 

Renewable Energy Investment 
(Region) 
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Where Developing Countries are catching up in the investments related to Renewable Energy Sector, China leads with investments comparable to funds raised by USA. All this Investment goes into development of technologies or searching novel means for collect such renewable energy resources and efficiently utilizing the power from them. Such technologies are referred to as Renewable Energy Technology.



Renewable Energy Technology  

 Technologies that can harness energy from renewable source to usable form of 
energy like Fuel, Electricity or Heat Energy 
 
 Renewable energy can contribute to grid-connected generation while having a large 

scope for off-grid applications 
 
 Have been implemented in developing countries for a whole variety of different 

applications 
 
 When executed with correct policy and solution control can be very suitable for 

remote and rural applications in developing countries 
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Such technologies are referred to as Renewable Energy Technology and can harness energy from renewable source to usable form of energy like Fuel, Electricity or Heat Energy.Renewable energy can contribute to grid-connected generation while having a large scope for off-grid applications.Have been implemented in developing countries for a whole variety of different applications.When executed with correct policy and solution control can be very suitable for remote and rural applications in developing countries.



Components of RET Innovation 
System 
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Innovation Clusters are nothing but an open network of organizations both interacting with each other and operating within framework conditions that regulate their activities and interactions. These three components of the innovation system: networks; innovation activities; and framework conditions, collectively function to produce and diffuse innovations that have, in aggregate, economic, social and/or environmental value the All these entities of the system are governed by Policies.What are Policies??Policies are those set of rules, regulations, and government actions that lead to an increased share of renewable in total electricity consumption in line with a country’s development  objectives. Smart renewable energy policy encourages private investment, achieves its objectives in a cost-effective way, promotes continuous innovation, and is designed through transparent, accountable, and participatory processes.



RET Development 

 Local Energy Needs 
 
 Regional Capacity for Production 

 
 Natural Resources 

 
 Impact on Poverty Alleviation 

 
 Co-operation and Collaboration 

 
 Research and Innovation 
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Development of Renewable Energy Technology is dependent on various factors which help determine viability of that particular RET in the region. Few of such factors are:Local Energy Requirement and Production Capacity based on the Sources available help in deciding the type of RET and its Energy Sources.The effect of implementation of such an RET in fulfilling the energy demand of the region making it energy self sufficient or moving it above the energy poverty line.The Government policies need to focus on important areas like addressing weak points in RET implementation and working towards moving to RET’s with the support of production and manufacturing possibilities by means of knowledge and capacity building.Technology and innovation capabilities are important for promoting R&D and innovation to produce state-of-the-art RETs…and for adapting and disseminating RETs to the particular region.At times it proves to be effective to pick a leaf from other’s examples or collaborate with them to provide effective solutions while contributing towards overall growth of the people.All these factors are stabilized or show effective results in presence of right policies boosting it. 



Success Stories 
Regional Capacity for Production & 

Available Natural Resources 
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Gujarat, INDIA: Energy Surplus State 

 State with highest potential of renewable energy generation from various sources 
 
 Stable Energy Policies and Project  

Implementation Plans 
 
 Renewable Energy Sources potential not properly  

tapped 
 
 Problems to be Address: 
• Grid connected power installation channels 
• Installing off-grid and decentralized renewable energy systems 
• Installation of decentralized solar energy devices like solar street lighting and 

solar lamps 

SOURCE: www.sustainuance.com 
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State with highest potential of renewable energy generation from various sources.Best state in India to harness Solar and Wind Energy, providing immense power production capacity.Also has stable energy policies and project implementation.Even though a huge amount of energy is available in Gujarat, most of it is not utilized for energy generation. While Renewable Energy Sources potential are not properly tapped even though available in abundance.Problems to be Address:Grid connected power installation channelsInstalling off-grid and decentralized renewable energy systemsInstallation of decentralized solar energy devices like solar street lighting and solar lamps



Gujarat, INDIA: Energy Surplus State 

 Reforms being made with New Government policies 
 
 Applications to establish new projects under REC 

 
 Exploring the potential of off-grid and decentralized renewable energy systems 

 
 Taking Benefit of ‘The Solar Energy Policy 2009’ of India 

 
• Solar Park 
• Gujarat Solar Cities  
• Integrated Solar City 
• Rooftop Solar Power and Photovoltaic Program in Gujarat 

SOURCE: www.sustainuance.com 
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Extensive efforts are being put now in view of New Government policies that have made it easier to exploit Renewable ResourcesInvited applications to establish projects under REC to make best use of untapped solar and wind power.Exploring the potential of off-grid and decentralized renewable energy systems.Now, Benefitting from ‘The Solar Energy Policy 2009’ of India, state has various solar energy projects in pipeline:Solar ParkGujarat Solar Cities – First in line are Gandhinagar and SuratIntegrated Solar City – A US collaboration initiative with the plan to generate 5000MW over the stipulated time. Rooftop Solar Power and Photovoltaic Program in Gujarat 



Australian Renewable Energy Cluster 

 Australia is developed country with huge economic and social prosperity. 
 
 Prospect of similar growth in future is dependant on moving from an economy 

based on Natural Resources to Renewable Energy Resources 
 
 Australia exhibits world’s best natural conditions for Renewable Energy Generation 

along with strong intellectual assets to capitalize on it 
 
 Great Renewable Energy Technologies developed and marketed across the globe 
• Pacific Solar 
• Areva Solar 

 
 Gap in turning good ideas from such resources to successful business 

 
 Lack in policies supporting such developments 

SOURCE: Harvard Business School 
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Rich natural endowments, strong legal and political institutions and a highly educated population have provided the foundation for Australia’s tremendous economic and social prosperity. Australia exhibits the world’s best natural conditions for renewable energy production and has nurtured some of the strongest intellectual capital in the field. In the recent past, numerous examples of promising technologies developed in Australia found commercial success in countries like China, Germany, USA. Pacific Solar which is a Spin Off from University of South Wales, with technology based on Crystalline Silicon glass, became popular as Suntech in China and CSG Solar in Germany. Similarly, Solar Heat and Power, an Australian utility company active in commercializing linear Fresnel technology developed at the University of Sydney, had relocated to Silicon Valley under the name Areva Solar. They have no RET base in Australia while having strong presence in USA, Alaska, France, China, UK, Brazil, Germany and India.This gap in turning great ideas to successful businesses in Australia is due to lack in policies thereby presenting challenges in Overall growth of the country.Australia’s future performance is constrained by a dependence on natural resources for exports, a weak manufacturing sector, a shortage of risk capital and declining investment in higher education. http://www.isc.hbs.edu/pdf/Student_Projects/Australian_Renewable_Energy_2008.pdf



Australian Renewable Energy Cluster 

 Great opportunities around Renewable Energy with right structuring 
 
 Reforms being implemented: 
• Tariff Support 
• Low Emissions Technology and Abatement Program 
• Market Support via Trade able Certificates 
• Grant  and Community Programs 
• Clean Business Australia Green Building fund 
• Energy Innovation and Renewable Energy Funds 

 
 Reforms needed: 
• National gross feed-in tariff for all renewable energy technologies 
• Mandatory Renewable Energy Target 

SOURCE: WA Policy Forum 
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Having Said that, as in other jurisdictions, the renewable energy industry in Australia has seen dramatic movement in recent years including a range of policy measures and legislation introduced to support the uptake and development of renewable energy. At present, the major renewable sources used to generate electricity in Australia include hydropower, biomass, wind and solar. Renewable energy contributes around 6.5 per cent of electricity generation for public consumption. of this, some 6.1 per cent is sourced from hydropower. While wind energy has seen the majority of recent growth, it still only represents a small percentage of electricity generation for public consumption.http://www.wapolicyforum.org.au/files/papers/WAPF_FiT_report.pdf



Success Stories 
Fulfilling Local Needs &  

Energy Poverty Mitigation  
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SELCO, INDIA: Spreading Sunshine 

 Over 400 million homes -  NO ACCESS to 
ELECTRICITY 
 
 Solar Electric Light Company (SELCO), set up in 

1995 in Bangalore by Mr. Harish Hande and 
Neville Williams 
 
 Renewable solar energy based lighting system 

products 
 
 Giving power to 145,000 homes and small 

businesses 
 
 Steady growth reflected with the profit of  

US$ 3.8 Million in 2012 

SOURCE: Business Today 
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Presentation Notes
Over 400 million homes with no access to electricity.Solar Electric Light Company (SELCO), an entrepreneurial venture by Mr. Harish Hande, who had drawn inspiration from work of Richard Hansen in transforming lives of poor by utilization of solar energy.Started in 1995 in Bangalore along with Neville Williams.With the goal to illuminate homes with no electricity across the country, it provides renewable solar energy based lighting systems.First set up in Mullaria Village in Kerala’s Kasargod District and since then 145,000 such systems have been installed spread across Kerala, Karnataka, Gujarat and other such states.It has grown Steadily  earning a profit of Rs. 18.50 Crore in the financial year of 2012. all the profit is reinvested in the company.



SELCO, INDIA: Spreading Sunshine 

 The systems cost anywhere between US$ 170 –  
US$ 450 – No subsidies 
 
 Caters to street vendors with solar lamps at a 

daily rental of 20 Cents to 25 Cents 
 
 Aids customers in getting loans from banks and 

raises awareness about various market channels 
 
 Today, even some areas that are connected to 

the grid use SELCO's lighting system as a backup 
 
 System comprises of simple Panel, Battery & 

Charge Regulator 

SOURCE: Business Today 
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The systems cost anywhere between Rs. 8000 – Rs 20000. which some may argue is steep for a person earning 3000 Rs a month, but people who have it installed see it as a one investment with long warranties and fast services provided by the company when needed. No provision for subsidies on these products as no state or government support is provided. Moreover government taxes SELCO about 30%  SELCO also has been supplying street vendors with solar lamps at a daily rental of Rs 10 to Rs 15 to wean them away from kerosene lamps. Extensive efforts to connect banks with rural households while standing Guarantor for the borrowers when needed. It has also raised awareness among villagers about saving a part of their earnings in Bank while also helping in finding market channels for their produce.Today, even some areas that are connected to the grid use SELCO's lighting system as a backup, because of power outages. In Karnataka itself, for instance, rural areas are denied power for at least eight hours a day, on averageSELCO System is made of a panel, a battery and a charge regulator. It can power low wattage appliances like lights, fans, television sets, mobile chargers and radios. Batteries are charges during the day and store the energy so as to work for about 12 hours without recharging.Benefits:Ecofriendly as it cuts the kerosene consumption by four to six litres in a month for every 2 solar lights a month.Reduced Carbon Dioxide emissionEven though no proper Subsidies or Government support is available Many have drawn inspiration from success of SELCO, and entered the market with their own range of Renewable Energy Products and boosting the rural Area. To name a few ONergy, SunDeep Energy, Orb energy and Duron Energy.�http://businesstoday.intoday.in/story/innovation-energy-selco-solar-lamps/1/186623.html



TIDE, INDIA 

 TIDE, India is a not for profit organization established in 1993 
 
 Recipient of 2008 Ashden Energy Champion Award 

 
 Recognized for commercialization of affordable wood saving stoves in Kerala, 

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh 
 
 Works through network of extension agents 

 
 Funded through grants from government, funding agencies and private donors. 

 
 Basic design of stove remains same 

SOURCE: Ashden Energy Champion Award 
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Presentation Notes
Technology, Informatics, Design, Endeavour (TIDE), India, is a not-for profit organization which develops appropriate technologies for rural areas based on biomass and other renewable sources available.Recieved Ashden Energy Champion Award in 2008 for its work in rural development while providing means of efficient utilization of natural resources.Having been setup for commercialization of affordable wood saving stoves, they provide customized solutions to the customer based on individual requirements and regional concerns. Mainly operational in Kerala, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh through a network of extension agents who are trained about the new technology and then set up business to manufacture and market that technology.They get funds from the government grants, various funding agencies and individual donors.Although the basic concepts behind each stove design are the same, users are involved in detailed designing which covers factors like:Need and Sector of Use including the usage and capacity required Raw material for fuel, majorly wood but increasing awareness about biomassInsulation for minimum heat lossChimney to take smoke away thus providing cleaner working environment



Traditional Stove TIDE’s New Technology 
Stove 
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Traditional Stoves with huge amounts of smoke against New stoves provided by TIDE which are environment Friendly and Safer to work on.



TIDE, INDIA 

SOURCE: Ashden Energy Champion Award 

 Subsidies are industry based, hence not a key factor in designing costs 
 
 Full payment done by customer, may or may not be loan based 

 
 Benefits: 
• Affordable 
• Environmental 
• Social 
• Economic and Employment 

 
 Great scope in future for development 

 
 Obstacles common in growth are breaking the mindset of people to get in the field 

and resource availability 
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Subsidies for the particular industry are not the key factor while designing. Multiple designs were created, but only the ones which were economical viable were taken further. Although occasionally a subsidy may be available for the particular industry.Payment is done in full price by the customers in installments with a deposit at the time of order, some payment during the construction and balance after completion of the project. Loan channels are arranged by TIDE if needed through financial and industry associations, but not many instances have been seen for loan uptake.Benefits:TIDE develops and commercializes biomass heating systems only if they are affordable.Environmental safe as use biomass waste and show great efficiency in heat production.Social feasible for the people using it as there are no health risks associated with it.Economic and EmploymentWith about 125,000 industries and 3 million tones/year of biomass in Kerala and Karnataka, there is immense scope for growth in future in this area for rural developmentConstraints faced include finding and training right people to become entrepreneurs and availability of sufficient resources to develop new technologieshttp://tide-india.org/wp-content/uploads/ashden-case-study2.pdf



Success Stories 
Co-operation and Collaboration 
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British Columbia Canada 

SOURCE: British Columbia, Canada Official Website 

 British Columbia, Canada's gateway to the Asia-Pacific 
 
 Instrumental in Science and innovation for RET development 

 
 Cluster of Canada based companies like  Greenlight Innovation, IMW, CB Williams, 

Xebec, Carmanah Technologies and Tahtsa Pellets working towards Clean Energy 
Technology Development 
 
 Renewable Energy investment $100 billion, $15 billion in investment-ready projects 

and 37,000MW of renewable power ready to be tapped 
 
 Developed power projects in British Columbia amounting for 14%  of domestic 

electricity requirements 
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Presentation Notes
British Columbia, Canada's gateway to the Asia-Pacific is Economically and Geographically part of the northwest region of North America.Working as Innovation cluster for various sector has been instrumental in Science and innovation for RET development in collaboration with various countries across the globe and implementation of various programs and initiatives.Over 200 clean technology firms in British Columbia forming a Cluster of Canada based companies like Greenlight Innovation, IMW, CB Williams, Xebec, Carmanah Technologies and Tahtsa Pellets working towards Clean Energy Technology Development.British Columbia houses immense renewable resource potential with $100 billion in investment opportunities, $15 billion in investment-ready projects and 37,000MW of renewable power ready to be tapped.Since the late 1980s, the private sector has developed 63 independent power projects in B.C. that account for approximately 14 per cent of British Columbia’s domestic electricity requirements.



British Columbia Canada 

 Incentives provided: 
• Research and Development 
• Venture Capital 
• Up to 100% recoup on income taxes from patents in Renewable Power 

Generation 
• Target Based Incentives 

 
 Success Stories 
• In May 2011, Shanghai University signed a $400,000 deal with BC based 

Greenlight Innovation for purchase of fuel cell testing system. 
 

• Surrey based Endurance Wind Power finalized seven deals to export their 
advanced wind turbines to UK with the help of 10 distributors.  
 

• March 2011, Daimler in collaboration with Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperative 
announced opening of fuel cell stack manufacturing plant underscoring its key 
role in Clean Technology. 

 
SOURCE: British Columbia, Canada Official Website 
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Presentation Notes
Various incentives and Schemes have been implemented by British Columbia Canada to encourage growth in renewable energy sector.Research and Development incentives includes collaborations with universities, government agencies and companies for project focused development. Eco Energy Renewable Power Program invests in energy conservation and renewable energy projects.The B.C. government has provision for 10 to 20 % tax credit for qualifying Canadian and non-Canadian corporations that conduct R&D in British Columbia. It also provides a range of technical and business-oriented advisory services to support growth-oriented Canadian small and medium-sized enterprises.In Venture Capital, British Columbia offers tax credits of 30 per cent to qualified resident investors who provide venture capital to small businesses conducting R&D on proprietary technologies. There is support program for Early-stage ventures also.The scheme for 100 per cent regain of provincial corporate income taxes on international income from patents related to wind, solar and tidal power generation, has also encouraged researches and IP creation in the field.Target based incentives may include partial abatement of property taxes, exemptions from sales tax and accelerated depreciation allowances for tax purposes.In May 2011, Shanghai University signed a $400,000 deal with BC based Greenlight Innovation for purchase of fuel cell testing system.Surrey based Endurance Wind Power finalized seven deals to export their advanced wind turbines to UK with the help of 10 distributors. Each distributor brings with them a network of dealers specializing in wind energy and thus help in reaching masses with effective solutions.March 2011, Daimler in collaboration with Automotive Fuel Cell Cooperative announced opening of fuel cell stack manufacturing plant underscoring its key role in Clean Technology.http://www.britishcolumbia.ca/Sectors/SuccessStories/Pages/ShanghaiUniversityDealWithGreenlightInnovation.aspxhttp://www.britishcolumbia.ca/Sectors/SuccessStories/Pages/EnduranceWindPower.aspxhttp://www.britishcolumbia.ca/Sectors/SuccessStories/Pages/FuelingTheNextGeneration.aspxhttp://www.britishcolumbia.ca/Advantages/Cluster/Pages/CleanEnergyFuelCell.aspx



Norway to Support Renewable Energy 
Sector in Angola 

SOURCE: MacauHub News 

 The governments of Angola and Norway signed a cooperation protocol in the area 
of renewable energy, for the 2013-2015 period. 
 
 Norway being highly developed country in terms of hydroelectricity, Angola hopes 

to benefit from their learning. 
 
 Terms of Protocol, Norway will: 
• Provide technical assistance in organizing training for Angolan Energy and Water 

Ministry 
• Support Angola in campaigning for efficient electricity use.  
• Provide technological assistance in execution of the investment program for pre-

paid electricity meters 
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“The protocol includes drawing up a proposed strategy and plan of action for rural electrification through use of renewable energy, drawing up proposals for the legal framework of renewable energy development and its uses,” noted the secretary of state. http://www.macauhub.com.mo/en/2013/02/04/norway-to-support-the-renewable-energy-sector-in-angola/



Success Stories 
Drawing Inspiration From The 

European Union 
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RE-Thinking 2050 
 A 100% Renewable Energy Vision for the European Union 

 
 Three main objectives: 
• Reduce GHGs to 20% below.  
• Increase share of Energy from Renewable sources by 20%. 
• Reduce emissions by 20% by using energy efficient appliances. 

 
 Policy measures: 
• Supporting the transition towards a 100% renewable energy economy with all EU 

policy areas 
• Less is more – an ambitious framework for Europe’s energy demand 
• Effective and full implementation of the new RES Directive 
• Binding renewable energy targets for 2020 
• Full liberalization of the energy market 
• Phasing out all subsidies for fossil and nuclear energy and introducing an EU-wide 

carbon and energy tax 
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“The challenges of transforming Europe’s energy system remain urgent and daunting: the EU currently imports approx. 55% of its energy – and might reach 70% in the next 20 to 30 years. In 2030 the EU will be importing 84% of its gas, 59% of its coal and 94% of its oil. In these circumstances, it is obvious that the challenge to satisfy our energy needs is big.”		-  The European Renewable Energy Council, “RE-Thinking 2050: A 100% Renewable Energy Vision for the European Union”When the European Renewable Energy Council saw the problems of dependency of European Union Countries on fossil fuels and imports for energy with consequential future scenario it issued a directive that promoted use of Renewable Sources for energy needs. This was also in line with the Kyoto Protocol and helped create job opportunities, especially in rural and isolated areas. It encouraged countries to promote technological development and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.How were the targets achieved?Each of the 27 member countries were given defined renewable energy targets to achieve starting from 2011 which were based on the plan design submitted by each country prior. There were also collaborative projects with third countries assigned. These targets were similar in principle to Renewable Portfolio Standards in the US which marked binding standards for each of its states.The Action plan required all the states to identify percentage of renewable energy to each sector like Transport, Electricity and Heating and Cooling along with energy mix that they will use to meet the target and list of activities involved.



Energy Mix for Different Sectors  
(Target 2020)  

SOURCE: EREC based on NREAPs 

Electricity Transport 

Heating & Cooling www.skyquestt.com 
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If a member state fails to meet an indicative trajectory target it must submit an amended action planInspiration from the Success t\of two economies which have succeeded in implementing a framework that has helped them move steadily towards the target that is to be achieved.



The European Union Approach 

UK State Action Plan to Reach target of 15% by 2020 
 
 Defined individual sector targets: 
• 30% Electricity 
• 12% Heating/Cooling 
• 10% Transportation 

 
 Three main steps to reach the target: 
• Obtain Financial support for renewable Energy 
• Remove barriers in delivery of Renewable Energy 
• Invest in Innovation and develop New Technologies 
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Obtain financial support for renewable energyIncludes a system of feed-in tariffs in electricityRenewable Obligation Certificates andUK will potentially establish a Green Investment Bank to help fund the introduction of renewable energyRemove barriers to deliveryMake the grid “smarter” in part by rolling out smart metersDevelop new technologiesdevelop an offshore electricity gridencouraging the development and commercialization of marine energy (tidal and wave) over the coming decadenetwork of marine energy parkshttp://www.rethinking2050.eu/fileadmin/documents/RE-thinking_2050_launch_15.4.2010.pdf



The European Union Approach 

Germany State Action Plan to Reach target of 18% by 2020 
 
 Individual sector targets: 
• 38.6% Electricity 
• 15.5% Heating/Cooling 
• 13.2% Transportation 

 
 Aiming for 19.6% Energy from Renewable Energy 

 
 Plan of Action: 
• Incentives for Renewable Energy projects 
• Range of R&D schemes  
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18% 2020 target Current sectoral targets:  38.6% electricity 15.5% heating/cooling, and  13.2% transportationCombined -> 19.6% Aiming for 19.6% Energy from Renewable Energy of which Estimated 1.6% renewable energy surplus can be used in cooperative projects or statistical transferPlan of Action:Various Incentives are offered in both investment and operating costs incurred for Renewable Energy projects.Range of R&D schemes at national and regional level enabling development of low cost RETs 



How can it help 
achieve 

MDGs????? 
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How Science and Innovation leads to is Crucial for Development of New and feasible Renewable Energy Technology has been seen. But how can a country reach target Millennium Development Goals ?



Millennium Development Goals 
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So what do these Millennium Development Goals Say:THE MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALSGOAL 1 Eradicate extreme poverty and hungerGOAL 2 Achieve universal primary educationGOAL 3 Promote gender equality and empower womenGOAL 4 Reduce child mortalityGOAL 5 Improve maternal healthGOAL 6 Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseasesGOAL 7 Ensure environmental sustainabilityGOAL 8 Develop a global partnership for development
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Shift towards Clean fuels and Renewable energy sources is integral in achieving various millennium development goals as well.Eradicating Poverty and HungerImproved household practices like cooking and access to electricity provides opportunities for income generation and development of small enterprises. Efficient fuel utilization leads to healthy cooking practices and less money being spent on fuels or energy needs.Universal Primary EducationIn rural areas a lot of time is spent on collection of means of fuel like wood etc…which is mainly done by children of the family. With security in energy sources more time can be spent by children in studying during the day as well as after the sun sets.Promoting Gender Equality and Empowering WomenReduced cooking time and other energy dependent activities provides women with spare time where she can involve in productive endeavors like adult education, activities to earn livelihood and effective child care. It also reduces risk of assault and injury for women.As can be scene in case of TIDE Success where women were volunteers and had started earning livelihood by creating awareness and helping people move from conventional stoves to new healthy stoves.Reduced Child MortalityWith clean energy sources, indoor air pollution can be considerably reduced which one of the major causes of death in infants and variety of diseases in newly born children.Less risk of kitchen fires is an added advantage and safety matter.Improved Maternal HealthWomen who cook by traditional methods like open wood fire are at maximum risk of chronic respiratory disorders and pulmonary diseases. Use of healthier means for cooking leads to better respiratory health of mothers and reduced health risk to the child.Combating DiseasesTuberculosis one of the major health concerns after HIV is common in places which are dependent on traditional means of Energy like fossils, directing burning of wood etc. Reduced indoor pollution leads to reduced risk to tuberculosis and other respiratory problemsEnvironmental StabilityReduced CO2 and other Green House Gases thereby mitigating harmful effects on environment. It also shows less reliance in fuel wood and non renewable resources.Partnerships for DevelopmentIn order for countries to achieve sustainability in terms of Power and Fuel a lot of co-operative policies with various countries are being implemented enabling exchange of technologies which will be effective in fulfilling needs of the economy. This has been seen in various case studies above with various countries collaborating for technology development or basic exchange.http://www.who.int/indoorair/mdg/energymdg/en/





Emerging Technologies 

 Ocean Energy 
• First commercial Tidal power Station installed in Ireland 
• Helped power thousands of homes 
• Minimal environmental impact and no danger to wildlife 

 
 Cellulosic Ethanol 
• Bio-fuel from non-edible parts of a plant, grass and wood 
• Reduces GHG emissions by 85% 
• Companies like Novozymes, Diversa working on enzymes for the process 

 
 Hot-Dry-rock Geothermal Power 
• Useful form of energy obtained is Steam 
• No adverse impacts and no emissions 
• Same water can be reused over an over again 
• Freedom of choice of location 
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Presentation Notes
Competitive Technologies are being developed across the world addressing regional problems in utilization of Renewable Energy Sources.Some emerging advances in the field are harvesting Ocean Energy, Development of Cellulosic Ethanol and Utilizing energy from hot-dry-rock Geothermal power. Ocean EnergyIn 2007, First commercial Tidal power Station installed in Ireland with a capacity of 1.2 MegawattsHelped power thousands of homesMinimal environmental impactTurbines turn slowly, thus not endangering wildlifeCellulosic EthanolBio-fuel from non-edible parts of a plant, grass and wood. The most popular sources of cellulosic ethanol are woodchips, by products of tree maintenance, switchgrass, miscanthus and corn stover.Reduces GHG emissions by 85%Companies like Nvozymes, Diversa working on enzymes that could make the process of Cellulosic Ethanol production economical.Hot-Dry-Rock Geothermal PowerUseful form of energy obtained is SteamBoreholes drilled in earth, gaining access to hot rocks. When water fed in these holes comes in contact with the rocks, high pressure steam is produced which is returned to the surface and can be utilized in steam turbine.No adverse impacts and no emissionsSame water can be reused over an over againFreedom of choice of location



Bio-mimicry: Nature at its Best 

 
Shorter and More Efficient 

Wind Turbines Mimicking Fish 
Schools 

 
Imitating Humpback Whale 

Bumps For Power Generation 

Harvesting Ocean Power 
 
 

Improvements To Solar Cells & 
Energy Storage Through 

Understanding Butterfly Wings 
 

INSPIRATION 
FROM THE 

NATURE 
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Presentation Notes
Many researchers these days are imitating nature to develop technologies which can efficiently harvest and utilize the renewable sources for production of various forms of energy.Shorter and more efficient wind turbines mimicking fish schools Arranging vertical turbines in a school-of-fish pattern allowing them to be placed closer together without the turbines' wakes interfering, to increase the amount of wind energy that can be generated in the same amount of space. The experiments have produced a stunning ten-fold gain in efficiency. It is a great example of mimicking nature to increase energy output.Imitating Humpback Whale bumps for Power generationOn a whale, the bumps help it move effortlessly through the water at much steeper angles than it would otherwise. A Harvard study found that the angle of attack (the angle between the flipper and the direction of water flow) of a humpback whale flipper can be up to 40 percent steeper than a smooth flipper, giving the whale more control. Imitating that, WhalePower fans move 25 percent more air than conventional fans while using 20 percent less energy, but WhalePower hopes to retrofit wind turbines with these bumps to increase energy output by 20 percent and reduce the noise associated with large turbines.Harvesting Ocean PowerBioWAVE's floats are designed to pick up the energy from the ocean's waves, while a flexible "stem" would allow the floats to pivot to catch the most energy. But the inspiration gained from seaweed must be tempered by practicality. Unlike kelp, BioWAVE is designed so its floats would flood with water during big storm surges. The floats would then sink to the seabed to await calmer seas. That's important because ocean-wave devices do not work if the waves are too rough. The costs of the system are reduced because BioWAVE does not require an ironclad grip on the ocean floor.Improvements to Solar Cells & Energy Storage Through Understanding Butterfly WingsUsing the actual wing structure found in the Red Helen swallowtail butterfly as a template, wings were dipped into a solution of titanium and then calcinated followed by pairing the treated wings with platinum nanoparticles.  Testing this butterfly wing-treated compound catalyst resulted in double the production of hydrogen gas.  This means that as an energy storage device, this treated catalyst will split water molecules into hydrogen gas and oxygen molecules twice as fast, providing a significant boot to the development of energy storage devices.  As solar energy suffers from only being useful when the sun is shining, storing energy has become one of the biggest challenges to fully harnessing the power of this clean energy resource.  http://news.nationalgeographic.co.in/news/energy/2012/04/pictures/120419-biomimicry-for-energy/#/energy-technologies-biomimickry-nature-wind-farm-fish_50938_600x450.jpghttp://pv.energytrend.com/research/Biomimicry_Solar_20120509.html



World’s First Base-load (24/7) Solar 
Power Plant 

SOURCE: Forbes.com 

 Gemasolar is the world’s first utility-scale 
commercial base-load Solar Power Plant 

 A joint venture between Spain’s Torresol Energy 
and Masdar - Abu Dhabi’s Future Energy 
Company 

 “Eco-city” proposed will derive all its energy 
from Solar Power Plant 

 Implements the principle of Concentrating Solar 
Power (CSP) 

 19.9 MW Plant with 15 hour Battery and 
expected Production of 110.000 MWh per year 

Solar Cells that retain 99% of Energy for 24 hours  
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Presentation Notes
Located in the Spanish province of Andalucia, Gemasolar is the world’s first utility-scale commercial base-load Solar Power PlantA joint venture between Spain’s Torresol Energy and Masdar - Abu Dhabi’s Future Energy Company“Eco-city” proposed will derive all its energy from Solar Power PlantImplements the principle of Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) – Solar energy is utilized to heat a fluid thereby generating steam, this in turn drives the turbine to generate electricity19.9 MW Plant with 15 hour Battery and expected Production of 110.000 MWh per yearhttp://www.forbes.com/sites/tonyseba/2011/06/21/the-worlds-first-baseload-247-solar-power-plant/



World’s First Base-load (24/7) Solar 
Power Plant 

SOURCE: Forbes.com 

 Technology Details: 

• Two tanks with Molten Salt Thermal Energy 

• Salt base used is 60% Potassium nitrate with 
40% Sodium nitrate 

“The ability to store energy when the sun is at its peak and deliver it 
when the market demand is at its peak changes everything in the 
power market. My fuel cost is zero. Natural gas can simply not 
compete with us.”  
 - Mr. Arias (Chief Infrastructure Officer, Torresol’s) 

Masdar‘s Proposed New “Eco-city” In The UAE 
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Technology & Innovation implemented to make this a success is:Two tanks with Molten Salt Thermal Energy – helps generate electricity on Demand irrespective of weather conditions for weeks.Salt base used is 60% Potassium nitrate with 40% Sodium nitrate that is capable of retaining heat for up to 24 hourshttp://www.forbes.com/sites/tonyseba/2011/06/21/the-worlds-first-baseload-247-solar-power-plant/



“Preparation through education is less costly than learning 
through tragedy.” 

 - Max Mayfield (Director, US National Hurricane Center) 

Conclusion 



IP Focused Research & 
Investment Banking  
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SkyQuest Technology  Group 



About Us 
SkyQuest Technology Group is a Global Technology Aggregator & 
Accelerator is profoundly engaged in innovation ecosystem with myriad 
stakeholders in various capacities helping them leverage external sources of 
R&D and create value from intellectual property. It operates by way of: 

SkyQuest Technology Consulting Pvt. Ltd., INDIA 
Research, Investments, Technology Transfer & Market Entry  (India, Israel, MENA) 

Research, Investment, Technology Transfer & Market Entry (China, Far East & ASEAN) 
SkyQuest IRN Associates Inc., CHINA 

Global Healthcare Innovations, INDIA, CHINA, EU, NA 
MedTech Regulatory Affairs & Distribution management (India, China, ASEAN, EU, NA) 

Ingenuity Ventures, EMERGING MARKETS 
Early Stage Investments in Health & Nutrition, New Energy, Water tech & Agriculture 

Investigators Forum Network, INDIA 
Low-cost Clinical Development & Usability Studies for New Tech 

Investments, Technology Transfer & Market Entry (NA, EU) 
Skyquest Technology Ventures, USA, CANADA 
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Industry Expertise 

Life Sciences 

Biotechnology 

Diagnostics 

Healthcare  

Medical Devices 

Pharmaceuticals 

Agritech 

Agri-Inputs & 
Equipment 

Seeds & Plant 
varieties 

Irrigation & 
Water mgmt. 

Dairy & Food 
Processing 

Veterinary 
Sciences 

Food Security 

Cleantech 

New & 
Renewable 

Climate Change 
Solutions 

Clean Chemistry  

Waste 
Management 

Water Treatment 
& Remediation 

Nanotech & 
Engineering 

Nano 
formulation & 

delivery 
Approaches 

New Materials & 
Nano 

applications 

Engineering & 
Manufacturing 

IT & 
Communication 

Healthcare IT 

Agriculture 
Applications 

Energy 
Applications 

Water  
Applications 

Communication 
Platforms 
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Our Offices 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
SkyQuest Technology Ventures, Inc.  
333 East Lancaster Avenue, # 340 Wynnewood, PA 19096-1929 
 
INDIA 
Skyquest Technology Consulting Pvt. Ltd. 
B-501, Krishna Complex, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad, Gujarat – 380 052 
 
CHINA  
Skyquest IRN Associates Inc., 南通大學科技園 (NTSTP) 
南通市崇川路58號 科技園3號樓3樓 316室, Nantong, China 
 
ISRAEL Representative Office: 
128, Bar-kukhva, Herzelia, 46440, Israel 
 
AUSTRALIA Representative Office  
Unit – 39/16/24, Lydbrook Street, Westmead, New South Wales, 2145, 
Australia 
 
TAIWAN Representative Office  
4F, No 103, Wen Wu St. Fengshang City, Kaohsiung County, Taiwan  830 
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CONTACT US: 

Skyquest Technology Group | INDIA | www.skyquestt.com 

Corporate Office: B-501, Krishna Complex, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380 054, Gujarat 

+91-79-4005-4110-12 | info@skyquestt.com   
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